
   Drinking Glasses

 All Purpose Tumbler Xl (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322254171
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Sometimes, less is more. These glasses distinguish themselves through a remarkable style element: the missing stem. Presenting a characteristic silhouette,
these glasses are appreciated by restaurateurs and wine lovers alike and ideal for everyday use.

 Beards Of Science Glass
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957363
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Pavlov to Darwin, Bunsen to Einstein, we have so many scientists to appreciate – not only for their innovative contributions to science, but for some fantastic
facial hair. Enjoy something cold out of this Beards of Science pint glass and make your best milk mustache or give a toast to your favorite
biologist.Individually packed in a metal-capped tube. Hand wash only. Volume: 16 oz

 Beer Tulip Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322249566
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

The Beer Tulip not only enhances the hop flavor in Pilsner style beers but also supports the malty character of bolder beers like strong Stouts. The open
mouth allows for an intense release of flavors.

 Brandy / Cognac Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322269694
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

No Description
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 Cider Glasses (set Of 4)

by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322282617
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Spiegelau has developed a Cider glass that enhances the flavours and enjoyment of all good ciders. While the glass is perfect for Apple Ciders, it’s also ideal
for enjoying Pear Ciders, Perrys and Fruit Flavoured Ciders.

 Craft Pils Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322274186
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Working with the renowned Austrian brewery Trumer Privatbrauerei a special glass has now been developed that perfects the pilsner beer experience.In
countless design and tasting workshops, the glass experts at Spiegelau joined forces with pilsner experts from Trumer as well as a group of beer sommelier
graduates to finalize the crystal glass, which is customized to accentuate the aromatic structure of pilsner beers. The shape of the glass is designed to help
release the delicate hops aromas. It provides the ideal balance between bitter and residual sweetness to deliver pure refreshment and inspire you to enjoy sip
after sip.Trumer Privatbrauerei is headquartered in Obertrum near Salzburg and is considered a specialist in pilsner-style beers.

 Digestive Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322242611
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

No Description

 Gem Crystal Tumblers (set Of 2)
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094152506
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $42.00

Rooted in centuries of Venetian glass making tradition, crystal offers the purest, most elegant drinkware experience available. Its perfect clarity coupled with
precise lines and faceted angles define these flawlessly crafted Gem Tumbler Glass and unite the Viski crystal collection as a whole.Includes Two 10oz
Tumbler Glasses.
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 Gem Highball Glasses (set Of 2)

by VISKI

ISBN: 842094152056
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $48.00

ooted in centuries of Venetian glass making tradition, crystal offers the purest, most elegant drinkware experience available. Its perfect clarity coupled with
precise lines and faceted angles define these flawlessly crafted Gem Highball Glass and unite the Viski crystal collection as a whole.Includes Two 14oz
Highball Glasses.

 Gem Martini Glasses (set Of 2)
by VISKI

ISBN: 842094152490
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $48.00

Rooted in centuries of Venetian glass making tradition, crystal offers the purest, most elegant drinkware experience available. Its perfect clarity coupled with
precise lines and faceted angles define these flawlessly crafted Gem Martini Glass and unite the Viski crystal collection as a whole.Includes Two 7.5oz
Martini Glasses.

 Harry Potter Colour-changing Glass
by PALADONE

ISBN: 5055964716677
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

Raise a chalice to the world of witchcraft and wizardry with this beautifully designed Harry Potter colour change glass. The themed glass features the iconic
Hogwarts crest, including the symbols of each of the four school houses: Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw, and Slytherin; The crest also features the
famous school motto - 'Draco dormiens nunquam titillandus' (Never Tickle a Sleeping Dragon). When a cold drink is added, the design will come to life,
with each of the four quadrants changing to their respective colours of scarlet, green, yellow and blue, all within the gold outline of the crest. A great gift for
fans young and old, this is the perfect piece of Harry Potter memorabilia.

 Heroes Of Science: Ada Lovelace Glass
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957370
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

This pint glass features Ada, Countess of Lovelace, who authored the first computer algorithm. Born to the poet, Lord Byron, but expelled from his
household for her failure to be a boy, her mother ensured she was tutored in math and music to deter any dangerous poetic tendencies. She envisioned using
calculating machines to derive more than simple figures, and to be applied in fields beyond mathematics, laying the foundation for today’s technological
world. This brilliant woman authored the world's first computer algorithm, and is now fondly known as the grandmother of computer programming.16 oz.
Hand wash only.
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 Heroes Of Science: Albert Einstein Glass

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957424
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Raise a glass to the man whose name is synonymous with genius.Albert Einstein is most famous for his theory of relativity, and his formula for mass-energy
equivalence E = mc2 is known throughout the world by people who have no idea what it means. He won the 1921 Nobel Prize for his discovery of the
photoelectric effect, and made significant contributions to the concept of wave-particle duality. He published more than 300 scientific papers, and 150 non-
scientific ones. While he is known for his work in theoretical physics, crazy hair, and a great mustache, Einstein was also a great violin player, and said that
he got the most joy in life out of music.When it’s time to celebrate your favorite physicist, lab partner, or professor, who better to present?Your biggest
discoveries always lie ahead.16 oz. Hand wash only.

 Heroes Of Science: Alice Ball Glass
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957387
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

his pint glass features the African American chemist, Alice Ball, known for developing an injectable treatment for leprosy. Chaulmoogra oil had been
previously used to treat leprosy, but it provided inconsistent results and was very painful for patients. Ball discovered a water-soluble form of the oil that
could be dissolved in the bloodstream. This became the most effective treatment for leprosy until the 1940s when sulfonamide drugs were developed. Even
though Ball was the first woman and first African American to receive a masters degree from the University of Hawaii, the first female chemistry professor
there, and made significant contributions in her field, some guy tried to take credit for Ball’s work after her death. Luckily, however, this man was corrected
and we can now say ‘cheers’ to Alice Ball on February 29th – Alice Ball Day.16 oz. Hand wash only.

 Heroes Of Science: Charles Darwin Glass
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957400
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

This pint glass features the famous naturalist, geologist, and biologist best known for his contributions to the science of evolution. Raise a glass to Charles
Darwin!In 1831, Darwin set out on a five-year voyage on the HMS Beagle, keeping careful notes on his observations and speculations, and later publishing
them in The Voyage of the Beagle. Despite suffering from some serious seasickness, Darwin’s journal was a big hit. He then went on to co-author The
Origin of Species with Alfred Russel Wallace, introducing his theory that all species of life have descended over time from common ancestors.Perfect for
collecting specimens from breweries the world over, (naturally) select your favorite beverage, and say ‘cheers’ to this Hero of Science!16 oz. Hand wash
only.
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 Heroes Of Science: Florence Nightingale Glass

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957493
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Enjoy a cold drink in this pint glass after a long shift at the hospital. This glass features Florence Nightingale, an English social reformer and statistician best
known for being the mother of modern nursing. Nightingale did important work improving healthcare for British society, advocating for hunger relief in
India, and for female participation in the workforce. She was also a pioneer in the use of infographics, and founded the world’s first secular nursing school.
In her honor, nurses take the Nightingale Pledge, an oath on ethical standards within the field of nursing. You can say cheers to Nightingale on May 12 – her
birthday and International Nurses Day!16 oz. Hand wash only.

 Heroes Of Science: Isaac Newton Glass
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957486
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

This pint glass features one of the most influential scientists of all time. Sir Isaac Newton was an English mathematician, astronomer, theologian, author and
physicist. We can find so many moments to toast to Newton. We can raise a glass the next time we look at the stars (he built the first practical telescope),
enjoy a sunny day (he provided evidence for the heliocentric model of the universe), play a game of pool (he gave us the laws of motion), or the next time we
jump in the pool on a hot day (he provided us with the empirical law of cooling).16 oz. Hand wash only.

 Heroes Of Science: Leonardo Da Vinci Glass
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957417
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Say ‘salut’ to the Italian polymath of the Reniassance, Leonardo da Vinci. When he wasn’t busy creating some of the most famous paintings in the world, da
Vinci occupied himself with conceptualizing flying machines, concentrated solar power, an adding machine, and made substantial discoveries in anatomy,
civil engineering, geology, optics, and hydrodynamics. In his free time, he dissected human corpses at the Hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, and made one of
the first scientific drawings of a fetus in utero.16 oz. Hand wash only.

 Heroes Of Science: Marie Curie Glass
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384957394
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Raise a glass to the first woman to win a Nobel Prize, the first person and only woman to win twice, and the only person to win a prize in two different
sciences! Marie Curie is a science hero for her pioneering research in radioactivity. She developed the theory of radioactivity and coined the term for it,
developed techniques for isolating radioactive isotopes, and discovered the elements polonium and radium. Cheers to radioactivity and women in
science!When it’s time to celebrate your favorite physicist, lab partner, or professor, who better to present?Your biggest discoveries always lie ahead.16 oz.
Hand wash only.
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 Heroes Of Science: Richard Feynman Glass

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384954539
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

A glass to toast your mischievous plans and your latest brilliance! Fill it with your favorite IPA or some fresh squeezed juice to fuel your curiosity! Keep it
beside you while you integrate and derive, while you pick up a new skill that piques your interest and while you ponder the secrets of quantum dynamics, or
pair it with a Feynman Diagrams pint glass for evenings shared with friends. Here's to Richard Feynman, whose intelligence was only matched by his
curiosity!When it’s time to celebrate your favorite physicist, lab partner, or professor, who better to present?Your biggest discoveries always lie
ahead.Printed with eco-friendly ceramic ink for a raised rough texture. Because the ink fires on at temperatures of up to 1,200°F and becomes part of the
finish, the image doesn’t peel, flake, or scratch.16 oz. Hand wash only.

 Night Sky Star Chart Old-Fashioned Rocks Glasses (set of 2)
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384955260
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Spend an evening sipping your favorite cocktail in good company while gazing at the stars with this pair of Night Sky double old-fashioned glasses.
Designed with clean lines and simple elegance, they're perfect for showing off your favorite whiskey, mixed drink, or iced coffee. Even on nights when it's
too cloudy to see the sky, you can let this pair of double old-fashioned rocks glasses lead the way. Each glass depicts the night sky over a wooded landscape;
one glass for the stars viewable in summer, and the other for those we see in winter.

 Perfect Cocktail Glass (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322257868
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

The classic glass for the classic cocktails: Now you can experience the Martini glass with Perfect Serve quality.

 Perfect Cocktail Glass Large (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322273196
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

The classic glass for the classic cocktails: Now you can experience the Martini glass with Perfect Serve quality.These large glasses offer even more capacity
for cocktail creations.
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 Perfect Coupette Glasses (set Of 4)

by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322257851
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

A high-quality coupette is an integral part of any good bar. Experience the cocktail glass with new elegance.

 Perfect Nosing Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322257875
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

The Perfect Nosing Glass is ideal for high percentage strong spirits. It allows a great deal of exchange with the air and lets the spirits breathe; at the same
time, it concentrates the aromas without numbing the nose, which must no longer be brought close to the spirit in order to sniff. In contrast to the classic
brandy balloon, the long, fine stem allows the glass to be held without the drinking temperature being raised through the warmth of the hand.

 Perfect Tasting Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322257844
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

No Description

 Pilsner Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322249559
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

No Description
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 Profi Expert Tasting Glasses (set Of 4)

by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322255758
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

The Spiegelau Tasting glasses are high quality tools for tasting wines. The Expert Tasting Glass has been ranked first in a comparative test written about in
an article of Gault & Milau. Here is a translation of their end results and comments: “The Expert Glass has shown the best results for all red wine and the
white wine used in our test. It is superior than the INAO glass in all aspects."

 Refresh Beer Stein
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322236870
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 09/14
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

No Description

 Rosé Glasses (set of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322282396
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

No Description

 The Science of Whiskey Glasses (set of 2)
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956007
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Whiskey is the solution when you have the right proof.This lowball rocks glass set is for scotch fanatics, bourbon lovers, chemists, and science nerds, and
everyone who knows that there’s more to a great whiskey than just ethanol. Celebrate the molecules at work behind the unique qualities and aromas of your
favorite drink. Molecules such as furfural, which imparts an almond, caramel taste characteristic of single malts – or scopoletin, which brings a sweet smell
that is derived from oak barrels.Each glass in this pair has a different selection of annotated molecules commonly found in whiskey, scotch and rye.
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 Single Barrel Bourbon Glasses (set Of 4)

by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322249597
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

No Description

 Stout Beer Glasses (set Of 4)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322249368
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

No Description

 Stout Glasses (set Of 6)
by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322249412
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

No Description

 Tumbler Faceted 2
by VISKI

ISBN: 876718043437
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $48.00

No Description
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 Whiskey Snifters (set Of 4)
by SPEIGELAU

ISBN: 4003322249603
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

No Description
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 Willsberger Martini Anniversary Glasses (set Of 4)

by SPIEGELAU

ISBN: 4003322240815
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $70.00

The internationally successful hand-blown Willsberger range, designed by Johann Willsberger, has been produced at Spiegelau for over 30 years. Spiegelau
has now succeeded producing such complex and delicate shapes by machine. The original Johann Willsberger design is now - thanks to modern technology -
also affordable to a wider range of customers.

 Wine For Two: Tumbler & Chiller Set
by TEROFORMA

ISBN: 091037536884
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $47.00

Includes 2 wine tumblers (16 fl. oz. 4½” tall) and 2 Wine Twirls®.WINE TWIRLS® chill your favorite white wine where it counts: in the glass! Wine
Twirls keep a glass of wine fridge cold for up to 30 minutes longer than otherwise!Made from BPA-free FDA-approved, food-safe resin, and a food-safe
high-tech thermal gel, Wine Twirls will impart neither flavor nor odor and will rest at the bottom of the glass while they create the perfect chill - never
interfering with that next refreshing sip.HOW TO ENJOY...
CHILL - Chill Wine Twirls in the freezer 3 hours ahead of use.
POP - Pop open a bottle of your favorite chilled wine & drop a Twirl into your glass.
TWIRL & SWIRL - Swirl & enjoy your chilled wine through the last sip!
 Hand wash prior to first use and thereafter following each use and freeze.

 Wine Chemistry (red) Glasses - Set Of 2
by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956014
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Raise a glass to science – and red wine!These glasses are for wine connoisseurs, chemists, science nerds, and anyone who knows that there’s more to wine
than just ethanol. This set of glasses celebrates the complex bouquet of molecules that gives red wine its unique qualities and flavors. Molecules such as
cyanidin, a pigment from grape skins that contributes to red wine's color – or malic acid, which imparts green apple notes.Celebrate the chemistry of your
favorite vintage.Each glass in this pair has a different selection of annotated molecules commonly found in red wines.Comes as a pair (each glass is unique).
Hand wash only.
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 Wine Chemistry (white) Glasses - Set Of 2

by COGNITIVE SURPLUS

ISBN: 682384956021
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Raise a glass to science – and white wine!These glasses are for wine connoisseurs, chemists, science nerds, and everyone who knows there’s more to wine
than just ethanol. This set of glasses celebrates the complex bouquet of molecules that gives white wine its unique qualities and flavors. Molecules such as
diacetyl, which brings a buttery flavor – or malic acid, which imparts green apple notes. Celebrate the chemistry behind your favorite vintage.Each glass in
this pair has a different selection of annotated molecules commonly found in white wines. Comes as a pair (each glass is unique). Hand wash only.
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